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ABSTRACT. The eight geometric objects of the electron impedance model, as fortuitous hap-
penstance would have it, are those of the 3D Pauli subalgebra of the geometric interpretation of
Clifford algebra. Given that impedance is a measure of the amplitude and phase of opposition
to the flow of energy, and that quantum phase is the gauge parameter in quantum mechanics,
one might consider an approach in which elements of an electron gauge group would be the
phase shifters, the impedances of interactions between these geometric objects. The resulting
4D Dirac algebra is briefly examined in relation to the E8 exceptional Lie group.

INTRODUCTION

Pre-conference proceedings of the 2015 Barcelona conference on applications of the geometric
interpretation [1, 2] of Clifford algebra are available [3]. The table of contents reveals incredible
diversity in a budding field. Of particular interest to the particle physicist are two papers, one
connecting Geometric Algebra (GA) with the geometry of the E8 exceptional Lie group [4, 5],
the other [6] linking the impedance model of the elementary particle spectrum [7, 8] with GA.
Taken together, these papers suggest the possibility of casting new light on efforts to connect
E8 and the particle spectrum [9].

Impedance (or more specifically impedance matching) governs the flow of energy. Defined to
be a measure of the amplitude and phase of opposition to that flow [10, 11, 12, 13], impedance is
a fundamental concept, universally valid. Familiar examples of its quantization include the pho-
ton far-field and quantum Hall impedances. Quantization can be generalized to the impedances
of all interactions [7]. The goal of this note is to propose a gauge group consistent with an
impedance model of the electron, and to explore the relationship between that group and E8.

What is gauged in quantum mechanics is phase. Quantum impedances shift quantum phase.
Gauge invariance is built in, natural. It follows that quantized impedances are natural choices
for elements of the proposed gauge group.

GEOMETRIC OBJECTS OF THE IMPEDANCE MODEL

In the process of quantizing gauge theory gravity [6, 14, 15, 16], the impedance approach
establishes a correspondence between geometric objects of the impedance model and those
of GA. While the point particle electron model has proven incredibly precise in perturbative
calculations of quantum electrodynamics, it is obvious that electrons are not point particles, that
the physical electron must have some sort of structure. Considering electromagnetic fields only,
taking maximal symmetry between electric and magnetic, and taking the simplest geometric
objects needed for an arguably realistic model [7] gives:

• three objects - flux quantum (no singularity), monopole (one), and dipole (two)
• quantization of magnetic and electric flux, charge, and dipole moment
• confinement to a fundamental length, taken to be the electron Compton wavelength
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GROUP GENERATORS AND ELEMENTS

Six geometric objects, three magnetic and three electric, follow from this model. However, as
explained in detail elsewhere [7, 17] the model yields not one but two electric flux quanta. The
first is associated with the magnetic flux quantum (a fundamental constant) and quantization
of magnetic flux in the photon, which by Maxwell’s equations requires quantization of electric
flux as well. The second follows from applying Gauss’s law to the electron charge, and is a
factor of 2α smaller than the first, where α is the fine structure constant. And similarly, there
are not one but two electric dipole moments in the model.

As shown at the top of figure 1, and taking magnetic charge to be pseudoscalar/trivector rather
than scalar, the resulting eight geometric objects of the model comprise a complete 3D Pauli
algebra of one scalar, three vectors, three bivectors, and one pseudoscalar/trivector [1].

Like the wave function, whose ‘reality’ is of interest in quantum interpretations [18], the primi-
tive geometric objects of the electron model are not observable. Of interest here are impedances
of the observables, taken to be impedances of interactions between the fundamental geometric
objects - the mode impedances of the self-interacting electron model. If these impedances are
to be group elements, then the fundamental geometric objects of the model can be taken to be
the group generators. With their interactions described by the geometric product of GA, the
resulting impedance matrix is shown in figure 1. The algebra of the proposed group is the flat
4D SpaceTime Algebra (STA) of GA, the algebra of Minkowski space. The equivalent matrix
algebra is that of the Dirac equation in the usual matrix basis (which unfortunately obscures the
clarity of the geometric interpretation).

FIGURE 1. Proposed Gauge Group for the Electron
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Ignoring for the moment the three orientational degrees of freedom, the matrix is populated by
all 64 possible geometric products, by all possible ‘two body’ interactions [19] of the gener-
ators. Subsets shaded in blue belong to the even subalgebra, and yellow to the odd elements.
The even subalgebra of STA (and of the Dirac algebra as well) is the Pauli algebra.

An earlier impedance analysis of the the photon-electron interaction [6], guided by the formal-
ism of near-field QED [20, 21], suggests that even subalgebras correspond to eigenstates of the
photon and electron, and odd elements to dynamics of the photon-electron interaction.

Energies associated with the modes have been calculated and are shown in figure 1. Broken
symmetries associated with the representations at 3.7 KeV and 70 MeV were identified in ear-
lier notes [7, 17]. Null modes are associated with scale invariant impedances, cannot communi-
cate energy, only quantum phase. A familiar example is the quantum Hall impedance (another
fundamental constant), denoted by big red dots in figure 1.

Impedances of interactions distinguished by blue and red dots, triangles, squares, and diamonds
of figure 1 have been calculated, and are shown in figure 2 [22]. The impedance network
shown there is background independent, gauge invariant, finite, confined, and by extension to
the Planck particle contains gravity [6, 14]. Built from fundamental constants, it is precisely
structured in powers of α , providing intuitive understanding of the ongoing part-per-billion
successes of QED perturbative expansions in fitting and predicting experimental data.

The length scale of figure 2 is defined at four fundamental lengths - classical, Compton, Bohr,
and Rydberg. The energy scale is that of a photon of a given wavelength. For instance, the
energy of a photon whose wavelength is the electron Compton wavelength is .511 MeV. Repre-
sentations sit on the α-spaced coherence lines, on nodes of the impedance network. Figure 1 is
organized by geometric grade. The group as organized by representation is shown in Figure 3.

FIGURE 2. The ‘One Slide’ [22]
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FIGURE 3. Proposed Gauge Group arranged by Representation

The network of figure 2 follows from a small subset of the group elements of figure 1. As
figure 2 shows, additional representations exist for the superheavies (top, Higgs, Z, W,...), and
for pizero, tau, the flavor families, muon, and neutron. It seems reasonable to suggest that
at least some of these additional representations might follow from the remaining unplotted
elements of figure 1 and from the three orientational degrees of freedom not included in that
figure, and would comprise a more complete electron gauge group, perhaps a possible extension
to E8. The stable proton is not shown on the plot of coherence lengths. And the neutrinos?

GROUP REQUIREMENTS

It has been shown [23] that “every Lie algebra is isomorphic to some bivector algebra”. The
presence of the vector and pseudovector elements (shaded in yellow in figure 1) seems to imme-
diately remove the possibility that the proposed gauge group is a Lie group. Given the earlier
suggestion that odd elements comprise transitions and even subgroups eigenstates, it perhaps
remains useful to consider whether the even subgroups might comprise a Lie group.

Doran and Lasenby [24] define a Lie group to be a “...manifold M together with a product
φ(x,y)...” such that “... the product has the correct group properties.” Here the manifold M is
the 4-dimensional vector manifold of STA, the product φ(x,y) is the geometric product of the
group generators and/or elements, and the required properties are

• Identity - There exists an identity element e in M such that φ(x,e) = φ(e,x) = x for
every x in M

• Inverse - For every element x in M there exists a unique element x̄ such that φ(x, x̄) =
φ(x̄,x) = e

• Associativity - φ(φ(x,y),z) = φ(x,φ(y,z)) for every x,y, and z in M
• Closure - The product φ(x,y) is a member of M for every x and y in M

The first three in this list are true for all geometric algebras. However closure as defined above
is potentially problematic, due to the presence of the trivector.

In GA, multiplication of the odd elements of an algebra by γ 0 projects out the time/phase
component, generating even subalgebras. The resulting group elements would be phase shifts,
rather than that which generates phase shifts, namely the impedances. While the details are
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not clear, it might be that something like this would permit inclusion of the photon-electron
interaction modes in the Lie algebra.

Taken for granted in the Lie group requirements [24] is that the group be continuous. The pro-
posed group meets this requirement, being continuous in length/frequency/energy from some-
thing like the radius of the universe to the Planck length (and perhaps beyond to the singularity,
totally decoupled by the infinite impedance mismatch to the dimensionless point) [26].

Exceptional groups have an additional requirement, a requirement usually reserved for discrete
groups, that of reflection symmetry. Just if and where this symmetry might enter in the present
approach is not yet at all obvious.

CONCLUSION

The ideas presented here have been guided not by any deep understanding of either Geometric
Algebra or Group Theory. The present author claims no expertise in GA, and even less in GT.
What has guided this work are early glimpses of the fundamental role of that which governs
the flow of energy, glimpses of the fundamental role of quantized impedances in every aspect
of the world of quantum phase coherence, of their role in gauge invariant theories.

Transformation between impedance and scattering matrices is standard fare in electrical en-
gineering. While the scattering matrix formalism is more familiar to the electrical engineer,
in fact it originated not with the engineers but rather with the physicists, with Wheeler and
company[27] in the 1930s. For present purposes the impedance approach has been more trans-
parent. However in particle physics, and specifically while probing nucleon spin with polarized
electrons [28], knowing the scattering matrix of the probe electron would be helpful both in
motivating commencement of construction and in understanding the data [29, 30, 31].

String theory has its pragmatic ‘observables only’ origins in the scattering matrix, an approach
that ironically evolved into mathematical abstraction, disconnected from the observables of the
experimentalist. Examining the commonality of fundamental geometric objects - point, line,
and plane - from the three perspectives of geometric algebra, string theory, and the impedance
approach, opens the possibility to reconnect the string with its roots in the S-matrix. [32]

The model presented here [7] is extraordinarily simple, comprising but five fundamental con-
stants (electron Compton wavelength, Planck’s constant, speed of light, electric charge quan-
tum, and magnetic permeability of free space), three fundamental geometric objects (point, line,
and plane), and two fields (electric and magnetic). There are no adjustable parameters [33].
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